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Abstrat: We onsider the omputation of averaged oeients for the homogeniza-tion of ellipti partial dierential equations. In this problem, like in many multisaleproblems, a large number of similar omputations parametrized by the marosopisale is required at the mirosopi sale. This is a framework very muh adapted tomodel order redution attempts.The purpose of this work is to show how the redued-basis approah allows tospeed up the omputation of a large number of ell problems without any loss of pre-ision. The essential omponents of this redued-basis approah are the a posteriorierror estimation, whih provides sharp error bounds for the outputs of interest, andan approximation proess divided into oine and online stages, whih deouples thegeneration of the approximation spae and its use for Galerkin projetions.Key-words: Homogenization ; Redued-Basis Method ; A posteriori Estimates
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Approhe par Bases Réduites de l'homogénéisationnon-périodiqueRésumé : Nous nous intéressons au alul de oeients moyennés pour l'homogénéisationd'équations aux dérivées partielles elliptiques. Comme de nombreux problèmesmultiéhelles, e problème néessite, à l'éhelle mirosopique, une grande quantitéde aluls similaires entre eux, qui sont paramétrés par l'éhelle marosopique. Untel adre se prête très bien aux tentatives de rédution d'ordre.Le but de e travail est de montrer omment une approhe par bases réduitespermet d'aélérer le alul d'un grand nombre de problèmes de ellules sans pertede préision. Les omposants essentiels de ette approhe par bases réduites sont:une estimation d'erreur a posteriori, qui fournit des bornes d'erreur préises pour lesquantités nales intéressantes, et une proédure d'approximation divisée entre desétapes oine et online, e qui déouple la onstrution de l'espae d'approximationde son utilisation pour les projetions de Galerkin.Mots-lés : Homogénéisation ; Méthode de Bases Réduites ; Estimées a posteriori
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omputations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 334.3 Online omputations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 355 Conlusion and perspetives 371 IntrodutionIn this work, we study the numerial homogenization of linear salar ellipti partialdierential equations (PDEs) suh as those enountered in the problems of thermaldiusion and eletrial ondution. Osillating test funtions, also termed orretors,RR n° 6130
4 Boyavalare omputed through a redued-basis (RB) approah for parametrized ell problemssupplied with periodi boundary onditions. Numerial results have been obtainedwith some prototypial parametrizations of the osillating oeients and are shownin a two-dimensional ase with one single varying retangular inlusion inside ret-angular ells. The method applies to all numerial homogenization strategies thatrequire to solve a large number of parametrized ell problems.In periodi homogenization, only one ell problem has to be solved in order toompletely determine the homogenized oeient(s) to be used in the homogenized(marosopi) equation. In sharp ontrast, non-periodi homogenization requires thesolution of several ell problems (in fat, theoretially, an innite number of them,and in pratie, a large number). A homogenized oeient is then approximatedby some average over a large number of mirosopi ells. Consequently, as opposedto the periodi ase where the omputation is light and exat, the non-periodi aseasks for a omputationally demanding and approximate-in-nature task. This is whythe design of a fast and aurate numerial homogenization method is onsidered asan important issue for the treatment of non-periodi heterogeneous strutures. TheRB approah seems very well adapted to this framework.The artile is organized as follows. In setion 2, we give a detailed presentationof the setting of the problem. For the sake of onsisteny and the onveniene of thereader, we also briey outline the main relevant issues in homogenization and RBtheories. In setion 3, the RB approah for a parametrized ell problem is introduedand we notably derive a posteriori error bounds related to the onvergene of theRB method in the homogenization ontext. Numerial results for the prototypialexample of retangular ells with one single retanguler inlusion are presented insetion 4. Possible extensions of our work are disussed in the nal setion.2 Setting of the problem, elements of homogenizationtheory and RB approah2.1 Formulation of the problemThe mathematial problem under onsideration throughout this artile reads as fol-lows. We are interested in the behaviour of a sequene of salar funtions uǫ thatsatisfy
−div(Āǫ(x)∇uǫ(x)) = f(x),∀x ∈ Ω (1)INRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 5in a bounded open set Ω ⊂ Rn, for a sequene of salars ǫ > 0. Of interest is theasymptoti limit of the sequene uǫ when ǫ → 0, along with approximations for uǫwhen ǫ is small.For the sake of simpliity, the salar soure term f is hosen in L2(Ω) and wesupply equation (1) with the following boundary onditions on the smooth (say C∞-Lipshitz) boundary ∂Ω = ΓD⋃ΓN of Ω,
(BC)
{
uǫ |ΓD= 0
Āǫ∇uǫ · n̄ |ΓN = 1 .
(2)But as a matter of fat, it is well known that the homogenization results are loalin nature and do not depend on the boundary onditions, exept for what regardserror estimations lose to the boundary. Nor do the homogenization results dependon the soure term f . Hene the generality of the assumptions (BC) and f ∈ L2(Ω),hosen here to give a preise mathematial frame to the numerial experiments.To x ideas, the unknown uǫ ould be thought of, either as a temperature oras an eletri eld in a marosopi domain Ω. The tensorial oeients for Āǫ(x)would respetively be thought of, either as temperature diusivities or as eletriondutivities.Next, let us dene, for any ǫ > 0, the family Āǫ ∈ L∞(Ω,MαA,γA) of funtionsfrom Ω to the set MαA,γA of uniformly positive denite n×n matries (seond ordertensors) with uniformly positive denite inverses, that is, matries Āǫ satisfying, forall x ∈ Ω,
0 < αA | u |2≤ Āǫ(x)u · u,∀u ∈ Rn (3)
0 < γA | u |2≤ Āǫ(x)
−1
u · u,∀u ∈ Rn . (4)Under suh onditions, equations (1)-(2) are well posed in the sense of Hadamard.For every ǫ > 0, there exists a unique solution uǫ in H1ΓD(Ω) = {u ∈ H1(Ω), u |ΓD= 0}that ontinuously depends on f ,
‖uǫ‖H1(Ω) ≤ C(Ω)‖f‖L2(Ω) , (5)with some onstant C(Ω) that is only funtion of Ω. Moreover, the sequene ofsolutions uǫ is bounded in H1ΓD(Ω), so that some subsequene ǫ′ weakly onverges toa limit u⋆ ∈ H1ΓD(Ω) when ǫ′ → 0. We are speially interested in estimating thebehaviour of this weakly-onvergent subsequene.In a typial frame for the homogenization theory, the oeients Āǫ are as-sumed to osillate very rapidly on aount of numerous small heterogeneities in theRR n° 6130
6 Boyavaldomain Ω. For example, ǫ typially denotes the ratio of the mean period for mi-rosopi fast osillations of Āǫ divided by the mean period for marosopi slowosillations of Āǫ in Ω. Moreover, it is usually assumed that marosopi (maro)and mirosopi (miro) sales separate when ǫ is suiently small, whih allowsfor the osillating oeients to be loally homogenized in the limit ǫ → 0.2.2 General ontext for homogenizationAs announed above, this setion 2.2 inludes some basis of homogenization theoryfor linear salar ellipti PDEs. The purpose of this summary is only to ollet someelementary results for onveniene. Readers familiar with the homogenization theorymay then like to skip this setion and proeed to setion 2.3, whih introdues theRB theory.2.2.1 Abstrat homogenization resultsThe following abstrat homogenization result is the basis for many studies that aimat omputing a numerial approximation for uǫ when ǫ is small [13, 17, 2, 11, 9℄.It shows that, in the limit ǫ → 0, the small osillating sale disappears" from themarosopi point of view ; that is, the mirosopi and marosopi behavioursasymptotially separate". This implies that the limit problem is easier to solve thanequation (1) for some small ǫ, sine the former does not require to resolve mirosopidetails. Moreover, a tratable approximation of uǫ when ǫ is small enough an beomputed from the asymptoti limit when ǫ → 0.More preisely, u⋆ an be obtained as the solution to the H-limit equation for (1)(see equation (8) below). It is then an L2-approximation for uǫ when ǫ is small, as theasymptoti L2-limit of uǫ when ǫ → 0. Moreover, an improved H1-approximationfor uǫ when ǫ is small an also be omputed with u⋆ after orretion" of the gradient
∇u⋆.The homogenization of the sequene of equations (1) is the mathematial proesswhih allows to dene the H-limit equation and the H1 approximation for uǫ. It isperformed using the following abstrat objets [14℄:
• a sequene of n osillating test funtions zǫi ∈ H1(Ω) suh that, for every diretion
(ei)1≤i≤n of the ambient physial spae Rn, we have zǫi⇀xi in H1(Ω) and
−div(Āǫ∇zǫi ) = −div(Ā⋆ei) in H−1(Ω) , INRIA
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• a homogenized tensor Ā⋆ dened by
Āǫ∇zǫi ⇀ Ā⋆ei in [L2(Ω)]n , (6)
• a subsequene uǫ′ of solutions for (1) that satises
{
uǫ
′
⇀ u⋆ in H1ΓD(Ω)
Āǫ
′∇uǫ′ ⇀ Ā⋆∇u⋆ in [L2(Ω)]n (7)where u⋆ is solution for the H-limit or homogenized equation
−div(Ā⋆(x)∇u⋆(x)) = f(x), ∀x ∈ Ω , (8)supplied with the boundary onditions (BC),
• and an asymptoti approximation for a subsequene ǫ′ of ǫ that satises
∥
∥
∥
uǫ
′ − u⋆
∥
∥
∥
L2(Ω)
ǫ′→0−→ 0 (9)
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∇uǫ′ −
n
∑
i=1
zǫ
′
i ∂iu
⋆
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
[L1
loc
(Ω)]n
ǫ′→0−→ 0 , (10)where ∂iu⋆ are the omponents of ∇u⋆ in eah diretion ei.Note that the latter onvergene result (10) for ∇uǫ′ also holds in [L2loc(Ω)]nif u⋆ ∈ W 1,∞(Ω). So, if u⋆ ∈ H2(Ω), the orretor result states that uǫ an beapproximated with the following formula,
uǫ = u⋆ +
n
∑
i=1
(zǫi − xi)∂iu⋆ + rǫ , (11)where the remainder term rǫ onverges strongly to zero in W 1,1loc (Ω).In a nutshell, the homogenization of the sequene of equations (1) has allowedto derive an abstrat homogenized problem, (6)-(8), the solution u⋆ of whih an beorreted with (10) into an H1 approximation of uǫ in the limit ǫ → 0.But we lak an expliit expression for the homogenized tensor Ā⋆ to get an expliitasymptoti limit u⋆. That is why, though it is not required by the previous abstrattheory, the sale separation in the behaviour of the osillating oeients Āǫ is oftenassumed to be expliitly enoded, using some spei postulated form for Āǫ. Thisallows to derive an expliit expression of the homogenized problem, and even an errorestimate in terms of ǫ for the orretion error rǫ in (11), whih allows to quantifythe homogenization approximation error.RR n° 6130
8 Boyaval2.2.2 The expliit two-sale homogenizationTo get expliit expressions for the homogenized problem, some partiular depen-dene of the family Āǫ on the spae variable x is often assumed, like in two-salehomogenization for instane. Namely, on aount of the sale separation assumptionand the loal dependene of the homogenization proess, one of the most ommonassumption is the loal periodiity for Āǫ, whih an be made preise as follows.It is assumed that tensors Āǫ are traes of funtions of two oupled variables onthe set loally dened by a fast mirosopi variable ǫ−1x linearly oupled with theslow marosopi variable x in Ω:̄
Aǫ(x) = Ā
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
, (12)where, for any x ∈ Ω, the funtion Ā(x, ·)
Ā(x, ·) : y ∈ Rn → Ā(x, y) ∈ Rn×nis 1-periodi in eah of the n diretions (ei)1≤i≤n, whih makes the loal osilla-tions ompletely determined when ǫ → 0. The domain Y = [0, 1]n of the periodipattern is alled the ell and is identied with the n-dimensional torus. Ā(x, ·)is said to be Y-periodi. Note that the properties of the tensors Āǫ imply Ā ∈
L∞(Ω, L∞(Y,MαA ,γA)).Now, under the assumption (12) of loal periodiity, one possible manner to getexpliit expressions for the homogenized problem is to perform a formal two-saleanalysis with the following Ansatz
uǫ(x) = u0
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
+ ǫu1
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
+ ǫ2u2
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
. . . (13)where, for any x ∈ Ω, the funtions ui(x, ·) are Y-periodi. The rst two terms ofthe Ansatz (13) are shown to oïnide with the H1 approximation (11) for uǫ [4, 1℄.Inserting the Ansatz (13) into equation (1) gives the following expliit expressionsfor the objets previously dened by the abstrat homogenization result:
• the funtion u0 = u⋆(x) does not depend on the fast variable ǫ−1x and is the L2approximation for uǫ given by the onvergene result (9),
• the gradient ∇yu1(x, ·) linearly depends on ∇xu⋆(x),
u1
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
=
n
∑
i=1
∂iu
⋆(x)wi
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
+ ũ1(x),where (wi(x, ·))1≤i≤n are n Y-periodi ell funtions, INRIA
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• the n ell funtions wi(x, ·), parametrized by their marosopi position x ∈ Ω,are solutions to the following n ell problems,
−divy(Ā(x, y) · [ei + ∇ywi(x, y)]) = 0,∀y ∈ Rn , (14)and the orretors zǫi now read zǫi = xi + ǫwi(x, x/ǫ),
• the entries (Ā⋆(x)i,j)
1≤i,j≤n
of the homogenized matrix Ā⋆ an be expliitly om-puted with the ell funtions wi(x, ·),
Ā⋆(x)i,j =
∫
Y
Ā(x, y)[ei + ∇ywi(x, y)] · ej dy, (15)
• the H1 approximation for uǫ is now tratable and writes
uǫ = u⋆ + ǫ
n
∑
i=1
wi∂iu
⋆ + rǫ , (16)where, provided u⋆ ∈ W 2,∞(Ω), the orretion error rǫ an be estimated toloally sale as ǫ (far enough from the boundary layer), and to globally saleas √ǫ,
‖rǫ‖H1
ΓD
(ω) ≤ C1ǫ‖u⋆‖W 2,∞(ω),∀ω ⋐ Ω, (17)
‖rǫ‖H1
ΓD
(Ω) ≤ C2
√
ǫ‖u⋆‖W 2,∞(Ω), (18)with onstants Ci depending only on Ω.To sum up, the loal periodiity assumption (12) allows to ompletely determinethe homogenized problem through expliit two-sale expressions. The derivation ofthe homogenized equation in the ase of loally periodi oeients serves as a basisfor many numerial homogenization strategies.2.2.3 Numerial homogenization strategiesUnder loal periodiity assumption (12), a two-sale expliit homogenization strategyfor a sequene of linear salar ellipti PDEs like (1) reads as follows in the frame ofFinite-Element approximations for the salar ellipti problems (14) and (8).Algorithm 1 (Two-sale homogenization strategy) To homogenize the sequeneof PDEs (1):RR n° 6130
10 Boyaval1. solve the parametrized ell problems (14) at eah point x ∈ Ω where the valueof Ā⋆(x) is neessary to ompute the FE matrix of the homogenized problem(8),2. store the funtions wi for the future omputation of the H1 approximation of
uǫ,3. assemble the FE matrix assoiated with the homogenized operator −div(Ā⋆∇·),4. solve the marosopi homogenized problem (8),5. build the H1 approximation (16) for uǫ with u⋆ and wi.On the one hand, in many pratial situations, it is very ommon to assumethat the tensors Āǫ satisfy assumption (12). Indeed, in pratie, Āǫ is often knownfor some given ǫ = ǫ0 only. So, the asymptoti struture Āǫ of the problem withosillating oeients in Ω has to be onstruted from the only member Āǫ0 . Now,to take advantage of the exat expliit expressions given by the two-sale analysis, itis preferable to build a family Āǫ that satises assumption (12), when possible. As-sumption (12) then seems fully justied for many appliations from the pratitioner'spoint of view. Then, the main numerial diulty of the two-sale homogenizationis the rst step, that is the aurate omputation of a large number of ell funtions.This is the main issue addressed in this artile.On the other hand, for some appliations where the heterogeneities are highlynon-periodi, one may want to build the sequene Āǫ dierently, or even skip theexpliit onstrution of the sequene Āǫ. For example, the atual onstrution proessof heterogeneities may suggest another sequene Āǫ for whih the error estimationof the H1 approximation would then be more preise and meaningful. Or it mayseem too diult to expliitly build suh a sequene Āǫ that satises (12) fromthe knowledge of some Āǫ0 only. In suh ases, many numerial homogenizationstrategies have been developped to treat the numerial homogenization of osillatingoeients that are not loally periodi.To our knowledge, most of the existing numerial homogenization strategies maybe lassied in one of the two following ategories. They either rely on dierent spaeassumptions than loal periodiity for the osillating oeients (e.g. reiteratedhomogenization [15℄, stohasti homogenization [6℄, deformed periodi oeients[8℄, stohastially deformed periodi oeients [5℄), and still allow to derive exat(but not always fully expliit) expressions for the homogenized equation and theerror estimate of the approximation. INRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 11Or, the numerial homogenization strategies are muh oarser and only rely on theassumption that expliit sale separation allow for the behaviour of the osillatingoeients at some small ǫ to be numerially homogenized. Those strategies arethen approximate-in-nature. They manage to approximate quite a large lass ofheterogeneous problems, but may be omputationally very demanding. They mayalso lak sharp error estimates. Example are the Multisale nite-element method(MsFEM) [13, 2℄, the Heterogeneous multisale method (HMM) [9℄, or the reentvariational approah for non-linear monotone ellipti operators proposed in [11℄...Now, in any of the two previously desribed situations where the numerial ho-mogenization strategies require the omputation of a large number of parametrizedell problems, the RB approah proposed here-after is likely to bring some addi-tional omputational eieny. As a matter of fat, most numerial approximatehomogenization strategies are only slight modiations of the exat two-sale ho-mogenization strategy proposed above in the frame of loal periodiity assumption(12), and they do require the omputation of a large number of parametrized ellfuntions. For many mehanial appliations, this owes to the assumed existene of aRepresentative volume elements (RVE), whih leads to general ell problems at eahpoint x of the maro domain [10℄. One simple example of a possibly approximatenumerial homogenization strategy that requires the omputation of a large numberof parametrized ell funtions is based on the following theorem, proved by Jikov etal. in [14℄.Theorem 1 Let Āǫ be a sequene of matries in L∞(Ω,Mα,η) that denes a se-quene of linear salar ellipti problems like (1). The H-limit of Āǫ is the homogenizedtensor Ā⋆.For any x ∈ Ω and ǫ > 0, and any suiently small h > 0, let us dene asequene of loally periodi matries Āǫh (in the sense of (12)),
Āǫh(x) = Ā
ǫ(x + h[ǫ−1x]) , (19)where [ǫ−1x] denotes the integer part of ǫ−1x.Then, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists a unique sequene of periodi solutions
wǫ,hi (x, ·) in the quotiented Sobolev spae H1#(Y )/R of Y -periodi funtions in H1(Y )that satisfy the n ell problems
−div(Āǫ(x + hy) · [ei + ∇ywǫ,hi (y)]) = 0,∀y ∈ Y (20)in the n-torus Y = [0, 1]n.RR n° 6130
12 BoyavalFor eah point x ∈ Ω and ǫ > 0, we dene a matrix Ā⋆ǫ,h made of elements
Ā⋆ǫ,h(x)ei · ej =
∫
Y
Āǫ(x + hy) · [ei + ∇ywǫ,hi (x, y)] · [ej + ∇yw
ǫ,h
j (x, y)] dyfor any (i, j) in {1, 2, . . . , n}2. Then, there exists a subsequene h′ → 0 suh that
lim
h′→0
lim
ǫ→0
Ā⋆ǫ,h′(x) = Ā
⋆(x) .This theorem shows that, for any family Āǫ, it is always possible to approximatethe exat homogenized problem with the same expliit expressions than those ob-tained under the loal periodiity assumption (12), after loal periodization of Āǫlike in (19).So, onsidering the landsape for the homogenization theory as desribed above,among alternatives way of improving the numerial homogenization strategies, wehoose here to onentrate on speeding up the numerial treatment of a large numberof parametrized ell funtions, rather than, for example, rening the approximationsleading to expliit ell problems for larger lass of osillating oeients.In the sequel, for the sake of simpliity, we assume that the sequene of tensors
Āǫ satises assumption (12) and apply the RB approah to the two-sale numerialhomogenization strategy (Algorithm 1). Yet, the RB approah may apply as wellwith any numerial homogenization strategy that onsists of rst approximating
Āǫ by some sequene of tensors Āǫh like in (19), the latter leading to an expliitapproximation for the homogenized problem after solving parametrized generalizedell problems like (20). Let us now onentrate on dereasing as muh as possiblethe omputational ost of solving (14) for many parameter values x ∈ Ω.2.3 The redued-basis methodTwo ritial observations allow to think that an output-oriented model order re-dution tehnique like the RB method is likely to improve the repeated numerialtreatment of parametrized ell problems (14). First, only outputs of the ell funtionsare required to solve the homogenized problem, and an a posteriori estimation givessharp error bounds for those outputs.Seond, as extensively disussed above, the numerous parametrized ell prob-lems arising from numerial homogenization strategies an be solved independentlyfor eah value of the parameter. Thus, a omputational proedure based on an of-ine/online approah should naturally allow for a redution of the omputation timeINRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 13in the limit of many queries. In partiular, a large number of (and theoretially, aninnity of) parametrized ell problems ours in the limit ǫ → 0 of the homogeniza-tion strategies, in order to ompute the homogenized problem (8) with non-periodioeients. And the number of homogenized problems to ompute and solve analso be very large in pratie, for instane in the frame of parameter estimation andoptimization problems.These two observations motivate an RB approah for the parametrized ell prob-lems (14), whih should signiantly derease the expense of omputations in termsof CPU time for the homogenization problems where the oine stage is short om-pared to the online stage, or where the oine stage is not even an issue (like inreal-time engineering problems for instane) [18℄. We are now going to introdue thebasis of the redued-basis method, well known to experts, who may want to diretlyproeed to the Setion 3.2.3.1 The parametrized ell problemLet X be the quotiented spae H1#(Y )/R of Y -periodi funtions that belong to theSobolev spae H1(Y ). The Hilbert spae X is imbued with the H̃1(Y )-norm
‖u‖X =
(
∫
Y
∇u · ∇u
)1/2indued by the inner produt (u, v)
X
=
∫
Y ∇u · ∇v for any (u, v) ∈ X ×X . In thedual spae X ′ of X , the dual norm is dened for any g ∈ X ′ by
‖g‖
X ′
= sup
v∈X
g(v)
‖v‖X
.For any x ∈ Ω, we dene:
• a ontinuous and oerive bilinear form in X ×X parametrized by x ∈ Ω,
a(u, v;x) =
∫
Y
Ā(x, y)∇u(y) · ∇v(y)dy, ∀(u, v) ∈ X ×X ,for whih αA and γ−1A are respetively oerivity and ontinuity onstants,
• and n ontinuous linear forms in X also parametrized by x ∈ Ω,
fi(v;x) = −
∫
Y
Ā(x, y)ei · ∇v(y)dy, ∀v ∈ X , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
RR n° 6130
14 BoyavalNow, for any integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the i-th ell problem (14) for the ell funtions
wi(x, ·) rewrites in the following weak form: Find wi(x, ·) ∈ X solution for
a(wi(x, ·), v;x) = fi(v;x) ,∀v ∈ X , (21)where x ∈ Ω plays the role of a parameter.We set Mi = {wi(x, y), x ∈ Ω} the solution subspae of the i-th ell problem(21) indued by the variations of x in Ω, and
M = {wi(x, y), x ∈ Ω, 1 ≤ i ≤ N} =
N
⋃
i=1
Mithe global solution subspae, that is the reunion of all solution subspaes for all ellproblems.Remark 1 Note at this point that Mi and M should be seen as spaes indued bythe family of oeients (Ā⋆(x, ·))
x∈Ω
, and not x. It is indeed always possible (andoften useful) to use other expliit quantities than x as parameters to map Mi and M,provided that the variations of the parameters inside a given range of values induethe same family of oeients and the same orresponding ell funtions than x ∈ Ω.Besides, for the sake of simpliity in the presentation of the RBmethod, the tensor
Ā(x, ·) will be assumed symmetri in the following. Hene, in the omputation of thehomogenized tensor Ā⋆(x), the only interesting output for the n solutions wi(x, ·) isgiven by a symmetri matrix s of size n × n (somewhat similar to a ompliane inthe terminology of mehanis). The entries (sij)1≤i,j≤n of the matrix s are given by
sij(x) = −fj(wi(x, ·);x) =
∫
Y
Ā(x, y)∇wi(x, y) · ejdy . (22)But note that the RB approah still applies with non-symmetri tensors Ā(x, ·)modulo slight modiations1.The purpose of the RB method is to speed up the omputation of a large numberof solutions wi(x, ·) ∈ X of (21) for many parameter values x ∈ Ω while ontrollingthe approximation error for the output s.1When the tensor Ā(x, ·) is not symmetri, a dual problem, adjoint to the problem (21), isintrodued. The dual problem an be solved similarly to the primal" problem (21) with an RBmethod, in a dual RB projetion spae. Last, the output should be rewritten like s plus an additionalterm that aounts for the residual error due to the RB projetion of the equation (21). This primal-dual approah is more extensively desribed in [18℄ for instane. INRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 152.3.2 Priniple of the redued-basis methodThe purpose of most order redution tehniques like the RB method is to solve theweak form of a PDE like (21) through a Galerkin projetion method with a Hilbertianbasis that is adapted" to the solution subspae M.For instane, a Hilbertian basis that is adapted to the equations (21) when x ∈ Ωand 1 ≤ i ≤ n is an orthonormal family (ξj)j∈N (orthonormal with respet to theambient inner produt (·, ·)X ) suh that the ambient solution spae X ⊂ span{ξj, j ∈ N} is separable, and, for a nite N -dimensional subspae XN = span{ξj, 1 ≤ j ≤ N} of X , theGalerkin approximations wiN (x, ·) ∈ XN for wi(x, ·) that satisfy, for any x in
Ω and 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
a(wiN (x, ·), v;x) = fi(v;x) ,∀v ∈ XN , (23)are suiently" lose to wi(x, ·) for a given tolerable preision.But the previous denition is only vaguely stated until the tolerable preision" ismathematially dened.One possible way of dening suient preision is to ontrol the approximationerror for wi(x, ·) ∈ X with the natural norm ‖ · ‖X of the ell problem. The redued-basis method rather proposes to ontrol the approximation error for some linearoutput like s, whih is not very dierent in the present ase where Ā(x, ·) is symmetri2, as it will be made learer in setion 3.1.The RB method is based on the omputation of a basis for a Galerkin projetionspae in X that is adapted" to the ell problem (14) in the sense of the minimiza-tion of the output approximation error. The approximation errors are made expliitthrough rigorous a posteriori estimates, whih allow to a posteriori ertify the e-ieny of the model order redution, that is, the onvergene of the RB method whenthe size N of the Galerkin projetion spae inreases.2In general non-symmetri ases, the approximation error for linear outputs like s an be ex-pressed as a produt of two approximation errors, one for the parametrized solutions wi(x, ·) andanother one for some dual quantity that is solution for the problem dual to (21). But here, beauseof the symmetry and of the spei nature of the output, the so-alled ompliane in referene tomehanis, the dual problem is unneessary and the approximation error for the output an bediretly expressed as the square of the approximation error for the ell funtion.RR n° 6130
16 Boyaval2.3.3 Pratie of the redued-basis methodThe RB method omputes a basis for XN from an approximation Mp of M,
Mp = {wi(x, ·), xk ∈ D, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ,indued by a disrete sample D = {xk, 1 ≤ k ≤ p}, p × n > N , of parameter valuesdistributed over the parameter spae Ω (D ⊂ Ω). This is termed as the oine stage.Suh a model order redution is eient if the tolerable preision for the outputapproximation error is reahed with a N -dimensional adapted basis" when N ismuh smaller than N , where N is the number of degrees of freedom neessary for ageneri numerial method, like the FE method, to reah the same preision. We allredued basis suh an adapted basis" (ξj)1≤j≤n×N .Now, the RB treatment of (21) begins with the omputation of a sample of ellfuntions that indues Mp. The ell funtions of the nite spae Mp should then beapproximated before the model order redution is possible. An aurate and generinumerial method3, with a large number N of degrees of freedom, like an FE methodwith a ne mesh for Y for instane, should be used at the beginning of the oinestage to ompute an approximation MNp for Mp.Then, the sample of solutions Mp from whih the basis (ξj)1≤j≤n×N is builtshould be as representative as possible of M. In the absene of information, Dshould be hosen arbitrarily. So, it is not only quite often impossible to hoosea priori the right parameter sample D for XN in order to minimize the outputapproximation error over every N -dimensional vetor subspae of M, but besides,
D should not be too large so that the redued-basis onstrution is fast omparedto the online stage. Hene the neessity for a reliable a posteriori ontrol of the RBapproximation method, whih allows to build fast a redued basis (ξj)1≤j≤n×N , asit will be seen in setion 3.2.After building a redued basis for the vetor eld XN , the Galerkin projetionmethod is applied to the weak form for (21) at any x ∈ Ω. That is, in this onlinestage, the previous redued basis is assumed to span a vetor eld XN suientlylose to the solution manifold M of the parametrized PDE so that we an omputefast a suiently aurate Galerkin approximation in XN for the solution of theparametrized PDE at any parameter value x ∈ Ω.3Note that the time needed to ompute a (possibly large) sample of p aurate FE approxi-mations an also be an issue, that an be dealt with by a pre-proessing stage aording to theparametrization, as it will be made learer in setion 3.2. INRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 173 Redued-basis approah for the ell problemThe RB approah for equation (21) needs to a posteriori estimate the approximationerror for Galerkin solutions of the ell problem. In a seond stage, this allows for ana posteriori estimation of the approximation error on the output s.3.1 Error bounds for the ell problemThe purpose of this setion is to derive the error bound (28) for the ell funtions,solutions of equation (21). This allows to a posteriori estimate the approximationerror for Galerkin solutions of the ell problem, and their outputs through the errorbound (33). To this end, let us introdue the linear operator T x : X → X so that,for any u ∈ X and x ∈ Ω,
(T xu, v)X = a(u, v;x), ∀v ∈ X .The existene of suh an operator diretly leans on the Riesz-Fréhet representationTheorem in the Hilbert spae X .For any 1 ≤ i ≤ N and x ∈ Ω, the Galerkin approximation error
‖wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·)‖X (24)an be bounded starting from the following equality,
a(wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·), v;x) = fi(v;x) − a(wiN (x, y), v;x),∀v ∈ X , (25)whih is easily obtained by substration of (23) from (21).Let us dene the parametrized bilinear residual forms gi in X ×X suh that, forall parameter values x ∈ Ω and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
gi(u, v;x) = a(u, v;x) − fi(v;x),∀(u, v) ∈ X ×X .Then, equation (25) with v = wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·) allows to immediately derive thefollowing estimates through the dual norm of the residual linear form for wi(x, ·)dened in X
v → gi(wiN (x, ·), v;x) .First, owing to the oerivity of the bilinear form a, we obtain the lower bound:
αA‖wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·)‖X ≤ ‖gi(wiN (x, ·), v;x)‖X ′ , (26)RR n° 6130
18 Boyavalfor the Galerkin approximation error.Seond, in view of the ontinuity of the bilinear form a, we obtain the superiorbound:
‖gi(wiN (x, ·), v;x)‖X ′ ≤ γ−1A ‖wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·)‖X , (27)for the Galerkin approximation error.Finally, note that it is possible to ompute the dual norm of the linear form
v → gi(wiN (x, ·), v;x) = −a(wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·), v;x)using the Riesz-Fréhet representant T x(wi(x, ·)−wiN (x, ·)) in the Hilbert spae X ,and that one an obtain numerial approximations for αA and γ−1A , either using thespetral properties of the matries resulting from the Galerkin projetion in largegeneri solution spaes during the oine stage, or using properties of the parametriza-tion like in setion 3.5. So, the Galerkin approximation error (24) an be a posterioribounded using estimations (26) and (27).For x ∈ Ω and 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we dene a posteriori estimators ∆N (wi(x, ·)) for theGalerkin approximation errors (24), using the previous superior bounds, by
∆N (wi(x, ·)) =
‖a(wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·), ·;x)‖X ′
αA
. (28)The eetivities ηN (wi(x, ·)) orresponding to the estimators ∆N (wi(x, ·)),
ηN (wi(x, ·)) =
∆N (wi(x, ·))
‖wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·)‖X
, (29)satisfy the following inequalities independently of N ,
1 ≤ ηN (wi(x, ·)) ≤
γ−1A
αA
, (30)whih shows the stability of the error estimator ∆N (wi(x, ·)).Last, Galerkin approximations for the homogenized and the output matrix write
Ā⋆N (x)i,j =
∫
Y
Ā(x, y)[ei + ∇ywiN (x, y)] · ej dy, (31)
sNij (x) =
∫
Y
Ā(x, y)∇wiN (x, y) · ejdy . (32)INRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 19The a posteriori superior bound ∆N (wi(x, ·)) for the Galerkin approximation error(24) will now allow us to derive a simple superior bound for output approximationerrors. Indeed, we have for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N and x ∈ Ω,
| sij(x) − sNij (x) | = | fj(wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·);x) |
= | a(wj(x, ·), wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·);x) |
= | a(wj(x, ·) − wjN (x, ·), wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·);x) |
≤ αA∆N (wi(x, ·))∆N (wj(x, ·))sine wj(x, ·) and wi(x, ·) are solutions for (21), and wiN (x, ·) is solution for (23).We are nally in possession of an a posteriori superior bound ∆sij,N(x) for Galerkinapproximations of the output sij(x),
∆sij,N(x) =
‖a(wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·), ·;x)‖X ′‖a(wj(x, ·) − wjN (x, ·), ·;x)‖X ′
αA
. (33)Numerial approximations for ∆sij,N(x) will allow us to build fast a redued basis forell problems (21). Note that ∆sij,N(x) sales as the produt ∆N (wi(x, ·))∆N (wj(x, ·)),hene the interest of model order redution tehniques for solutions wi(x, ·) withoutmuh loss of preision for output s(x).Remark 2 Note that for the output error bounds to sale like the square of the errorbound for the ell funtions, it has been essential to have the following orthogonalityproperty for any x ∈ Ω,
a(wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·), wjN (x, ·);x) = 0 ,∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ N.That is why we have hosen to build only one RB projetion spae XN , spanned byall the parametrized ell funtions wi(xk, y) when 1 ≤ i ≤ n and xk ∈ D. Yet, notethat without this hoie, the same saling an still be obtained with n distint RBprojetion spaes (XiN )1≤i≤n for eah of the n solution subspaes Mi, provided oneslightly modies the denition of the output. Namely, another output matrix σ andits RB approximation σN should then be dened, starting from s and sN , by addinga residual error. Their entries read, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
σij(x) = −fj(wi(x, ·);x) + gi(wi(x, ·), wj(x, ·);x) (34)
σNij (x) = −fj(wiN (x, ·);x) + gi(wiN (x, ·), wjN (x, ·);x) , (35)where σ = s beause the tensor Ā(x, ·) is symmetri, and σN = sN only when the RBprojetion spae is the same for all solution subspaes Mi (as above). Interestingly,RR n° 6130
20 Boyavalthe same additional residual term in the output σ also arises when the tensor Ā(x, ·)is not symmetri. It is then evaluated with dual ell funtions, solutions for a problemdual to the ell problems (21) [18℄.3.2 The redued-basis onstrutionLet us hoose a sample D = {xk, 1 ≤ k ≤ p} of p values for the parameter x in Ω.Unless some physial properties of the system guides the hoie for D, the parametervalues xk should be p realizations of a random variable uniformly distributed over
Ω. To aurately solve equation (21) for eah parameter value xk, we hoose an FEmethod with a N -dimensional FE vetor spae XN . Typially, N is very large for theFE approximations to be aurate. The (n × p) FE approximations (wiN (xk, ·))i,kfor (wi(xk, ·))i,k span an (n × p)-dimensional vetor spae Xn×p ⊂ X that ontainsthe approximation
MNp = {wiN (xk, y), xk ∈ D}of the solution subspae M.Remark 3 Computing the (n × p) FE approximations (wiN (xk, ·))i,k an beome aumbersome preliminary task to the redued basis onstrution when the orrespond-ing FE matries are diult to assemble. That is why the RB method also inludessome pre-proessing to assemble fast those FE matries. Suh a pre-proessing is verysimple in the ase where the parametrization of the osillating oeients is ane(this terminology will be made learer in setion 3.5). It might be more diult inother more general ases. In the present work, we only treat the ane ase. Somemore elaborate results in non-ane ases, that are based on the extrapolation methodintrodued in [3, 12℄ for instane, will appear in [7℄.First, in the oine stage of the RB approah, we would like to build a N -dimensional RB projetion subspae XN ⊂ X that also ontains a very lose ap-proximation of MNp , thus of M. XN will be spanned by a redued basis (ξj)1≤j≤Nmade of N vetors of Xn×p, with N < n×p. Moreover, N ≪ N should be suientlysmall for the model order redution to allow a signiant gain of omputation time.Then, in the online stage, for any x ∈ Ω, wi(x, y) is to be approximated, usingthe RB method, by some vetor wiN (x, y) in the Galerkin projetion spae XN ofsize N that writes
wiN (x, y) =
N
∑
j=1
wiNj(x)ξj(y) . INRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 21The redued basis (ξj(y))1≤j≤N of XN is built in order to best ontrol the ap-proximation error for outputs through the a posteriori error bounds derived above.This is performed in the oine stage as follows.Algorithm 2 (Oine algorithm) We build a redued basis (ξj(y))1≤j≤N from Span{wi(xk, ·), xk ∈
D, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} as follows:1. for some ouple (k0(1), i0(1)), 1 ≤ k0(1) ≤ p and 1 ≤ i0(1) ≤ n, omputethe aurate FE approximation wi0(1)N (xk0(1), y) for wi0(1)(xk0(1), y), elementof MNp = {wiN (xk, y), xk ∈ D, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},2. set j = 1, ξ1(y) = wiN (xk, y)‖wiN (xk, ·)‖X ,3. while j < N ,(a) ompute for every xk ∈ D and 1 ≤ i ≤ n the (n × p) RB approximations
wij(xk, y) ∈ X j = span{ξk, 1 ≤ k ≤ j} for the n ell problems (23),(b) for (k0(j + 1), i0(j + 1)) = argmax
1≤k≤p,1≤i≤n
∆j(wij(xk, ·))
‖wij(xk, ·)‖X
, ompute the a-urate FE approximation wi0(j+1)N (xk0(j+1), y) for wi0(j+1)(xk0(j+1), y),element of MNp = {wiN (xk, y), xk ∈ D, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},() set ξj+1(y) = Rj+1(y)‖Rj+1(y)‖X where Rj+1 is the remainder of the projetionon the j-dimensional redued basis,
Rj+1(y) = wi0(j+1)(xk0(j+1), y) −
j
∑
k=1
(wi0(j+1)(xk0(j+1), ·), ξk)X ξk(y),(d) do j = j + 1.3.3 Convergene of the redued-basis method for the ell problemThe a priori onvergene of Galerkin approximations for solutions of ontinuous andoerive ellipti equations like (21) is lassial. It usually relies on the followinglemma (see e.g. [19℄ for a proof).
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22 BoyavalLemma 1 (Céa Lemma) For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let wi be the solution of (21) and
wiN its approximation in some N -dimensional Galerkin projetion spae XN ⊂ X .Then we have, for any x ∈ Ω,
‖wi(x, y) − wiN (x, y)‖X ≤
√
γ−1A
αA
inf
w(y)∈XN
‖wi(x, y) − w(y)‖X .To onlude that RB approximations like wiN ∈ XN a priori onverge to wi ∈ Xwhen N → ∞, it is then usual to use Lemma 1 in order to a priori prove theonvergene of the approximation method.Lemma 2 If there exists a dense separable subspae V of M and an appliation
rN : V → XN suh that
lim
N→∞
‖v − rN (v)‖ = 0,∀v ∈ V , (36)then, by Céa Lemma, for any x ∈ Ω and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, RB approximations wiN (x, ·)onverge to wi(x, ·) in the following sense
lim
N→∞
‖wi(x, y) − wiN (x, y)‖X . (37)That is, for all ǫ > 0, there exists a positive integer N(ǫ) suh that, ∀x ∈ Ω and
1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
‖wi(x, ·) − wiN (x, ·)‖X ≤ ǫ,∀N ≥ N(ǫ) . (38)Let us then naturally hoose V = M, and rN as the projetion operator from
M to XN for the inner produt in X . Unfortunately, the onvergene assumed in(36) an only be shown insofar as we have information about D, whih amounts toknowing how the parameter values are seleted to build XN as N inreases. Suhan assumption is unrealisti sine, to hoose the right parameter values xk for D,one should already know M or some spetral representation of it [16℄. So the sopeof Lemma 2 seems strongly limited, as any a prioi analysis of the RB method ingeneral.As a matter fat, the RB method is a pratial method of order redution andan only be a posteriori shown to onverge using reliable and omputationally unex-pensive error bounds that an be evaluated along the RB approximations.Note last that, by denition, the Galerkin projetion spae XN is built to on-verge to the manifold MN = {wiN (x, y), x ∈ Ω} indued by the FE approximationsINRIA
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wiN (x, y) in the sense that, for some given parameter x ∈ Ω and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, thereexists for all ǫ > 0 a positive integer Ni(ǫ, x) suh that
‖wi(x, y) − wiN (x, y)‖X ≤ ǫ,∀N ≥ Ni(ǫ, x) .So, let us assume that we have an error estimate for infw(y)∈Xn×N ‖wi(x, y) − w(y)‖Xthat is global in parameter spae Ω like in Lemma 2, in the limit N → ∞. Eventhen, on aount of the pointwise onvergene of FE approximations in parameterspae, the RB method an only onverge in the following sense
lim
N→∞
lim
N→∞
‖wi(x, y) − wiN (x, y)‖X = 0 , (39)where wiN (x, ·) impliitly depends on N and where the limits for N and N are notreversible. Yet, if the error estimate is also global in parameter spae Ω with respetto the limit N → ∞, then the limit for N and N be inverted.3.4 Error estimate for the asymptoti H1 homogenized solutionIn the frame of the two-sale homogenization strategy, the asymptoti H1 homoge-nized approximation for uǫ(x) in the limit ǫ → 0 is
u0(x) + ǫ u1
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
= u⋆(x) + ǫ
∑
1≤i≤n
wi
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
∂iu
⋆(x) ,whih strongly onverges to uǫ(x) in H1ΓD(Ω) when ǫ → 0 if u⋆ ∈ W 2,∞(Ω).In this approximation, the homogenized solution u⋆ is the solution to the varia-tional formulation (40) of the homogenized equation (8)
∫
Ω
Ā⋆∇u⋆ · ∇v =
∫
Ω
fv +
∫
ΓN
v,∀v ∈ H1ΓD(Ω) . (40)But in pratie, one an only ompute an RB approximation Ā⋆N for Ā⋆, namelywith entries
(
Ā⋆N (x)
)
i,j
=
(∫
Y
Ā(x, y)dy
)
i,j
− sNij (x) ,whih should be taken into aount to estimate the approximation error for theasymptoti H1 homogenized approximation. The following lemma (3) will show howthe a posteriori ontrol of the RB approximation allows to ontrol the approximationerror for the asymptoti H1 homogenized approximation with an RB approah.RR n° 6130
24 BoyavalLet us then dene an approximation for the asymptoti H1 homogenized approx-imation,
u⋆N (x) + ǫ
∑
1≤i≤n
wiN
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
∂iu
⋆
N (x) ,where wiN is the RB approximation for wi dened in previous setions, and u⋆N is anapproximation for u⋆ that is solution in Whhom for the disrete variational problem
∫
Ω
Ā⋆N∇u⋆N · ∇v =
∫
Ω
fv +
∫
ΓN
v,∀v ∈ Whhom , (41)with Whhom ⊂ H1ΓD(Ω) a disrete FE Galerkin projetion spae assoiated with amesh of size hhom for Ω. We have the following result.Lemma 3 Assume that ΓD is a measurable subset of ∂Ω with a positive (n − 1)−dimensional measure (when n > 1) so that a Poinaré inequality holds for elementsof the Sobolev spae H1ΓD(Ω) = {v ∈ H1(Ω), v |ΓD= 0}.If the approximations wiN (x, ·) onverge to wi(x, ·) for all parameter values x in
Ω in the sense
lim
N→∞
max
1≤i≤n
{
esssup
x∈Ω
‖wi(x, y) − wiN (x, y)‖X
}
= 0 , (42)then the asymptoti L2 homogenized approximation u⋆N onverges to u⋆, and so doesthe approximation for the asymptoti H1 homogenized approximation of uǫ. That is,we have the two results
lim
N−→∞
lim
ǫ→0
‖u⋆(x) − u⋆N (x)‖L2(Ω) = 0and
lim
N−→∞
lim
ǫ→0
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
u⋆(x) − u⋆N (x) + ǫ
∑
1≤i≤n
(
wi
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
∂iu
⋆(x) − wiN
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
∂iu
⋆
N (x)
)
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
H1(Ω)
= 0where the two suessive limits annot be inverted.Remark 4 As explained in setion 3.3, the assumption (42) an barely be satiseda priori. But in pratie, the error bounds derived in the a posteriori analysis ofsetion 3.1 allow to hek this assumption. The numerial results of Setion 4 evenshow that the onvergene with respet to N in (42) is exponential. INRIA
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ne two quantities,
E
u⋆(x)
N = u
⋆(x) − u⋆N (x)and
E
∇u⋆(x)
N = ∇x(u⋆ − u⋆N )(x) +
n
∑
i=1
(
∇ywi
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
∂iu
⋆(x) −∇ywiN
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
∂iu
⋆
N (x)
)
.The approximation errors for the asymptoti L2 and H1 homogenized approxi-mation of uǫ(x) now respetively write
‖u⋆(x) − u⋆N (x)‖L2(Ω) =
∥
∥
∥E
u⋆(x)
N
∥
∥
∥
L2(Ω)and
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
u⋆(x) − u⋆N (x) + ǫ
∑
1≤i≤n
(
wi
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
∂iu
⋆(x) − wiN
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
∂iu
⋆
N (x)
)
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
H1(Ω)
=
√
∥
∥
∥E
u⋆(x)
N
∥
∥
∥
2
L2(Ω)
+
∥
∥
∥E
∇u⋆(x)
N
∥
∥
∥
2
L2(Ω)
+ O
ǫ→0
(ǫ) .Thus, the proof onsists of the two suessive results
lim
N−→∞
lim
ǫ→0
∥
∥
∥Eu
⋆
N
∥
∥
∥
L2(Ω)
= 0 (43)and
lim
N−→∞
lim
ǫ→0
∥
∥
∥E∇u
⋆
N
∥
∥
∥
L2(Ω)
= 0 . (44)First, let us begin with properties of the homogenized tensor. On aount ofdenition (15), Ā⋆(x) is a positive denite and ontinuous matrix.Indeed, for any x ∈ Ω, Ā⋆(x) is positive denite
0 < αAu · u ≤ αA

u · u +
∫
Y
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
n
∑
i=1
ui[∇ywi(x, y)]
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
dy

 ≤ Ā⋆(x)u · u,∀u ∈ Rnsine wi(x, ·) is periodi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26 BoyavalAnd there exists a positive onstant γ⋆(x) suh that γ⋆(x) is a ontinuity boundfor Ā⋆(x)
Ā⋆(x)u · u ≤ γ−1A

u · u +
∫
Y
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
n
∑
i=1
ui[∇ywi(x, y)]
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2

 ≤ γ⋆(x)u · u,∀u ∈ Rnsine the bilinear form in Rn × Rn
(u, v) →
∫
Y
(
n
∑
i=1
ui[∇ywi(x, y)]
)
.


n
∑
j=1
vj [∇ywj(x, y)]

 dyis learly ontinuous.Moreover, we have uniform ontinuity beause Ω is bounded. That is, there existsa real number γA⋆ > 0 suh that, for any x in Ω, γ⋆(x) ≤ γA⋆ .Seond, u⋆ ∈ Whhom and u⋆N ∈ Whhom satisfy variational formulations (40) and(41). We then have the following equality
∫
Ω
Ā⋆∇u⋆ · ∇v =
∫
Ω
fv +
∫
ΓN
v =
∫
Ω
Ā⋆N∇u⋆N · ∇v ,∀v ∈ Whhomthat we rewrite with v = (u⋆ − u⋆N )
∫
Ω
Ā⋆∇(u⋆ − u⋆N ) · ∇(u⋆ − u⋆N ) =
∫
Ω
(Ā⋆N − Ā⋆)∇u⋆N · ∇(u⋆ − u⋆N ) .Beause of the oerivity of Ā⋆(x), we nally have the inequality
αA‖∇(u⋆ − u⋆N )‖L2(Ω) ≤ ‖Ā⋆N − Ā⋆‖∞‖∇u⋆N‖L2(Ω) .Moreover, the Poinaré inequality for u⋆ − u⋆N in H1ΓD(Ω) writes as follows,
‖u⋆ − u⋆N‖L2(Ω) ≤ P‖∇(u⋆ − u⋆N )‖L2(Ω),with a ertain onstant P whih only depends on Ω. We have established an errorestimate for ‖Eu⋆N ‖L2(Ω).Next, sine Āǫ(x) is a positive denite matrix for any x in Ω, we dedue thefollowing inequality
αA‖E∇u
⋆
N ‖2L2(Ω) ≤
∫
Ω
Ā
(
x,
x
ǫ
)
E
∇u⋆(x)
N · E
∇u⋆(x)
N dx . INRIA
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ount of the periodiity of Ā(x, ·) and ∇ywiN (x, ·), theprevious inequality rewrites
lim
ǫ→0
∥
∥
∥E∇u
⋆
N
∥
∥
∥
2
L2(Ω)
≤
∫∫
Ω×Y
Ā(x, y)
αA
[
n
∑
i=1
(ei + ∇ywi(x, y))∂iu⋆(x) − (ei + ∇ywiN (x, y))∂iu⋆N (x)
]2
dydx .Last, the denition (15) of the homogenized tensor Ā⋆ allows to rewrite theexpression
∫
Y
Ā(x, y)
[
n
∑
i=1
(ei + ∇ywi(x, y))∂iu⋆(x) −∇y(ei + wiN (x, y))∂iu⋆N (x)
]2
dyand we nally get the following error estimate
lim
ǫ→0
∥
∥
∥E∇u
⋆
N
∥
∥
∥
2
L2(Ω)
≤
∫
Ω
A⋆
αA
∇(u⋆ − u⋆N ) · ∇(u⋆ − u⋆N ) +
∫
Ω
A⋆ − A⋆N
αA
∇u⋆N · ∇u⋆N ,the superior bound of whih is itself superiorly bounded by
γA⋆
αA
‖∇(u⋆ − u⋆N )‖2L2(Ω) +
1
αA
‖Ā⋆ − Ā⋆N‖∞‖∇u⋆N‖2L2(Ω) .In the end, we have the following error estimates
lim
ǫ→0
∥
∥
∥
E∇u
⋆
N
∥
∥
∥
2
L2(Ω)
≤ 1
αA
(
‖Ā⋆ − Ā⋆N‖∞
γA⋆
αA
+ 1
)
‖Ā⋆ − Ā⋆N‖∞‖∇u⋆N‖2L2(Ω) (45)
lim
ǫ→0
∥
∥
∥Eu
⋆
N
∥
∥
∥
2
L2(Ω)
=
∥
∥
∥Eu
⋆
N
∥
∥
∥
2
L2(Ω)
≤ P
αA
‖Ā⋆ − Ā⋆N‖∞‖∇u⋆N‖2L2(Ω) . (46)They show that the asymptoti homogenized approximations onverge if the ap-proximate homogenized tensor Ā⋆N onverges to Ā⋆.Now, reall that the homogenized tensor Ā⋆N onverges to Ā⋆ if the approxima-tions wiN (x, ·) onverge to the ell funtions wi(x, ·) sine we have already obtainedthe following error estimate
‖Ā⋆ − Ā⋆N‖[L∞(Ω)]n×n = max
1≤i,j≤n
{esssup
x∈Ω
| sij(x) − sNij (x) |}
≤ γ−1A max1≤i≤n
{
esssup
x∈Ω
‖wi(x, y) − wiN (x, y)‖X
}2to derive error bounds for the output s. This onludes the proof of Lemma 3. 3RR n° 6130
28 Boyaval3.5 Pratial inuene of the parametrizationThis setion is devoted to the pre-proessing used by the RB method in order tofast assemble the FE and RB matries orresponding to the projetions of the vari-ational formulation (21) of the ell problem on the disrete FE and RB Galerkinapproximation spaes.Indeed, for a given family Ā(x, y) of tensors and a given range Ω for parameter
x values, the solution subspae M for ell problems (21) is ompletely determinedand xed. Then, from the theoretial point of view, the way funtions w in Mexpliitly depend on some parameter x ∈ Ω, whih we all the parametrization,should not inuene the eieny of the RB method as a model order redutiontehnique, however it indues the solution subspae M. But in pratie, the expliitparametrization of M an signiantly aount for the eieny of the RB method,beause it greatly inuenes the pratial assembling of the matrix and vetors inthe Galerkin projetion method.Only pieewise-ane parametrizations (aording to the terminology explainedhereafter) are treated in this work, whih allows for a fast, very aurate and simplepre-proessing of the FE and RB matries. But the RB method also adapts to othertypes of parametrizations (remember that we already refered to [7℄ for more elaborateresults in non-ane ases, based on the extrapolation method introdued in [3, 12℄for instane).In the ase of an ane parametrization, the assembling of the matrix and vetorsorresponding to the Galerkin projetion of ell problems is always fast and easy.By ane parametrization of the ell problems, we mean that Ā(x, ·) depends on theparametrization in an ane manner as follows: for any x ∈ Ω,
Ā(x, y) = Ā0(y) +
Z
∑
q=1
Θq(x)Āq(y),∀y ∈ Y (47)where:- the matrix Ā0(y) denes a parameter-independent ontinuous and oerive bilinearform in X ×X ,
a0(u, v) =
∫
Y
Ā0(y)∇u(y) · ∇v(y)dy,∀(u, v) ∈ X ×X ,- the funtions Θq : Ω → R are parameter-dependent oeient funtions andINRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 29- the matries Āq(y) dene parameter-independent ontinuous bilinear forms in
X ×X ,
aq(u, v) =
∫
Y
Āq(y)∇u(y) · ∇v(y)dy,∀(u, v) ∈ X ×X .With suh ane parametrizations, the numerial RB treatment of ell problemsis straightforward. Let us detail its implementation.First, we follow the oine algorithm presented in the setion 3.2. At eah stepof the oine stage, a ell problem (14) for some parameter value in D = {xk, 1 ≤
k ≤ p} is to be expliitly solved in order to build the redued basis (ξj(y))1≤j≤N for
span{w(x, y), x ∈ D}. We hoose to use an FE method for this initial step of theoine stage that onsists of aurately solving the variational formulation (21) withonforming P1 Lagrange nite elements and a ne mesh for Y .The solution spae X is disretized into the vetor spae XN of ontinuous,pieewise linear funtions. Let TY be a onformal mesh for the n-torus Y = [0, 1]nmade of Nt elements (Σk)1≤k≤Nt of size hY . We write φk the FE basis funtionsassoiated with the N nodes yk in Y . Now, for 0 ≤ q ≤ Z, we dene the FEmatries Mq ∈ RN×N with entries
(Mq)ij = ak(φi, φj)for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , and n FE data vetors Fq,l ∈ RN (1 ≤ l ≤ n) with entries, forany 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
(Fk,l)i =
∫
Y
Āk(y)el · ∇yφi(y)dy .Then, for any x in D, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we ompute the FE approximate solution
wiN (x, y) ∈ XN =
N
∑
k=1
wiNk(x)φk(y)for the ell problem (21), that satises

M0 +
Z
∑
q=1
Θq(x)Mq

wiN (x, yl) =
(
F0,i +
Z
∑
k=1
Θq(x)Fq,i
)
l
(48)at eah node yl, 1 ≤ l ≤ N . The FE problem (48) an then be fast and veryaurately assembled through linear ombinations of the matries (Mq)0≤q≤Z andvetors (Fq, i)0≤k≤Z , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, that are to be kept into memory.RR n° 6130
30 BoyavalThen, in the online stage, we would like to treat fast ell problems (21) for anyparameter value x ∈ Ω. Let us projet the FE matries and vetors on the RB spae
X n×N ,
MRBq = ξ
tMqξ, 0 ≤ q ≤ Zand
FRBq = ξ
tFq, 0 ≤ q ≤ Z ,with ξ the N×(nN) matrix with olumns ξk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n×N . The RB approximation
wiN (x, y) =
∑N
k=1 wiNk(x)ξk(y) for ell funtion w(x, y) is solution of the linearsystem

MRB0 +
Z
∑
q=1
Θq(x)MRBq

wiN (x, yl) =
(
FRB0,i +
Z
∑
k=1
Θq(x)FRBq,i
)
l
, (49)that is fast assembled through linear ombinations in the present ane ase. And,for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, the outputs are easily given by
sij(x) =
nN
∑
l=1

FRB0,i +
Z
∑
q=1
Θq(x)FRBq,i


l
wiNl(x).Moreover, an error bound for eah RB approximation an also be derived fast in theonline stage, following an oine-online strategy similar to that applied to the RBoutput predition [18℄.So, ane parametrization obviously allows for a fast assembling of the RB matrixand vetors in (49). It an be onsidered as an ideal frame for an eient RB method,beause the CPU time for the online solution of one ell problem (49) atually saleslike the CPU time for solving a linear system of size N , and beause the oine stageis atually very short in omparison with the online omputation of a large number ofell funtions. The possibility of a similar gain of omputation time is not as obviousin the ase of non-ane parametrizations, when (47) is not valid anymore. Then,the assembling of matries and vetors needs more elaborate tehniques [3, 12℄. Yet,an eient RB approah is still possible for quite a few situations, as shown in [7℄.We nally treat the ase of pieewise ane parametrizations that an be reastedinto the lass of ane parametrizations. The pre-proessing that we propose in thisase lies on the fat that, in pratie, the RB approximations are numerial approxi-mations for FE approximations, and not for the true" ell funtions. Then, to applythe RB method to the parametrized FE approximations, it is possible to onsider aINRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 31global" parametrization made of a parameter for the osillating oeients and ofanother parameter for the FE method (for instane, the geometrial features of themesh).We deal with osillating oeients Ā(x, ·) parametrized in a pieewise anemanner as follows:- for eah x ∈ Ω, the ell Y an be partitioned into d non-overlapping Yk(x) opensubsets (d ∈ N⋆ should be xed) suh that Y ⊂ ⋃dk=1 Yk(x),- there exists d non-overlapping referene open subsets Y 0k suh that Y ⊂ ⋃dk=1 Y 0k ,- for eah x ∈ Ω, there exists d ane homeomorphisms, Φk(x, ·) : Y 0k → Yk(x),
1 ≤ k ≤ d,- and for every 1 ≤ k ≤ d, the family of funtions (Ā(x,Φ(x, ·)))
x∈Ω
restrited to
Y 0k an be parametrized in an ane manner as dened in (47) by
Ā(x,Φ(x, y)) = Ā0(y) +
Z
∑
q=1
Θq(x)Āq(y),∀y ∈ Y 0k . (50)The funtion Φ(x, ·), dened almost everywhere in Y by
Φ(x, y) = Φk(x, y),∀y ∈ Y 0k , 1 ≤ k ≤ d,maps a referene" ell onto the ell with parameter value x. After the mapping, thefamily of ell problems dened with these pieewise ane osillating oeients anthen be treated as if the parametrization was ane like in (47), provided one takeinto aount the strething of the domain at eah parameter value x.For this, we dene 2(Z + 1) tensors of rank 3, ( ¯̄Mk)
1≤k≤Z+1
and ( ¯̄Fk)
1≤k≤Z+1
,by:
¯̄
Mk =
Nt
∑
l=1
N
∑
i=1
N
∑
j=1
(∫
Σl
Āk(y)∇yφi(y) · ∇yφj(y)dy
)
el ⊗ ei ⊗ ej , (51)
¯̄
Fk =
Nt
∑
l=1
N
∑
i=1
N
∑
j=1
(∫
Σl
Āk(y)ei · ∇yφj(y)dy
)
el ⊗ ei ⊗ ej . (52)An aurate pre-proessing in the pieewise ane ases is then possible that assem-bles fast P1-FE matries, and orresponding RB matries, by adding a mapping stepRR n° 6130
32 Boyavalto the linear ombinations of the ane ases. Namely, with the family of vetors
(
V̄ (x)
)
x∈Ω
that aounts for the strething of the mesh elements,
V̄ (x) =
Nt
∑
l=1
det ((∇yφ(x, y))|Σl) ,∀x ∈ Ω,we easily get the FE matrix for any parameter value x in Ω through the formula
V̄ ·


¯̄
M0 +
Z
∑
q=1
Θq(x)
¯̄
Mq

 ,and so on for the RB matrix. Note also that the redued basis should then beorthonormalized at eah parameter value x in Ω, beause the inner produt matrixalso hanges for eah x.4 Numerial resultsWe now show numerial results for the RB approximation of a seemingly non-anetwo-dimensional problem that is brought bak to the ane setting after mappingof the ell Y . We do not show the MP-RB treatment of more general pieewiseontinuous parametrizations in this work, but elementary results for one dimensionalproblems an be found in [7℄. The two-dimensional problem is hosen here to show theeieny of the RB method in a lassial situation for the homogenization theory. Tox ideas, it onsists of homogenizing the ondutivity of a heterogeneous ompositematerial in a domain Ω, where a two-dimensional matrix is full of inlusions withvarying positions and ondutivity properties.4.1 Denition of the problemFor n = 2 and f = 0, we supply the problem (1) with the mixed boundary onditions(BC) { uǫ(1, x2) = 0 = uǫ(x1, 1)
Āǫ∇uǫ · n̄|(0,x2) = +1 = Āǫ∇uǫ · n̄|(x1,0)
. (53)We dene at eah point x ∈ Ω a single retangular inlusion Q(x) ⊂ Y in theell Y = [0, 1]2, Q(x) = {(y1, y2)|0 < bi(x) ≤ yi ≤ ci(x) < 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2} (Fig.1). Wealso write Ī2 the seond-order identity tensor and 1Q(x) the Q(x)-test funtion, suhthat, for every y ∈ Y , 1Q(x)(y) is one if y ∈ Q(x) and zero otherwise. INRIA
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Figure 1: For eah parameter value x, the ell with inlusion Q(x) (on the right) ismapped through the pieewise ane homoemorphism Φ(x, ·) from a referene ellwith inlusion Q0 (on the left).For all x ∈ Ω, the osillating oeients Āǫ(x) = Ī2 + Ā1(x, ǫ−1x) are loallyperiodi with a Y -periodi funtion Ā1(x, y) = θ(x)1Q(x)(y)Ī2 that is onstant insideand outside of the inlusion Q(x).We want to homogenize the problem (1) assoiated with osillating oeientsparametrized by the multiparameter (b1, c1, b2, c2, θ)(x), that is funtion of x ∈ Ωand takes value in [.25 − δ; .25 + δ]2 × [.75 − δ; .75 + δ]2 × [−θ0; 0], where δ ∈]0; .25[and θ0 ∈]0; 1[. For the FE matries to be easily assembled, we dene a referene"ell problem with a entered inlusion Q0 = [0.25; 0.75]2 (Fig.1). Then, at eah point
x ∈ Ω, the inlusion Q(x) an be mapped on Q0 as explained in setion 3.5.4.2 Oine omputationsA FE approah is developped for mapped ell problems in Y with the referene"inlusion Q0. More preisely, we use lassial P1 simpliial Lagrange nite elementson a quadrangular, uniform and ane FE mesh, divided in isoseles triangles withbase along diretion y2 = −y1 and size hY in eah diretion e1 and e2. The mesh isxed and adapted to the referene" domain in the sense that the boundaries of theinlusion Q0 are multiples of hY .We hoose a random initial sample D of parameter values that is uniformlydistributed over the multiparameter range. A redued basis is then built for anyparameter point x after mapping with Φ(x, ·) the solutions wi(xk,Φ(xk, y)) seletedby the oine algorithm of setion 3.2 for an initial sample D of p = 50 parametervalues. Numerial results are shown forh δ = .1, θ0 = .99 and hY = .1 in Figures2 and 3. Note that the ontrast between the oeients inside and outside theRR n° 6130
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t to the size N of the growing redu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Redued-Basis for homogenization 35inlusions an grow up to 1/100, whih is makes our expremient quite a stringenttest.The relative a posteriori error bounds for the RB approximations at the parametervalues of the initial sample are omputed at eah step of the oine algorithm. Themaximal error bound in this initial sample dereases exponentially with the size Nof the redued basis (Fig. 2). The eetivity of the a posteriori estimation is hekedall along the RB onstrution (we found ηN (wi(xk, ·)) ∈]1.4; 3.5[ for all 1 ≤ k ≤ pand 1 ≤ i ≤ n in the numerial experiment orresponding to Fig. 2). Note that theoine algorithm selets (almost always alternatively) ell funtions for the both ellproblems, in diretion e1 and e2. Then, for N = 2, one ell funtion per diretiononly spans the redued-basis, whih strongly amplies the RB approximation errorsfor the ell problem orresponding to the seond diretion represented in the reduedbasis.The redued basis is then tested for another sample Λ = {zk, 1 ≤ k ≤ p} ofparameter values in Ω. The maximal a posteriori error in this test sample stilldereases very fast (exponentially with the size N of the redued basis), but therate of derease is slightly smaller than that of the initial sample used for the RBonstrution (Fig. 2). This shows that the initial sample D was not an optimal hoieto ompute a redued basis for any x ∈ Ω, yet it still allows for eient Galerkinapproximations with any Λ.Besides, the atual output approximation error for this test sample sales as thesquare of the atual approximation error for ell funtions (see Fig. 3, obtained inthe same numerial experiment than Fig. 2). That is, the RB approximations are allthe more eient for the outputs, and the approximation errors sale like the errorbounds derived in setion 3.1. The eetivities of the error bounds of setion 3.1 areindeed hardly bigger than one (we found ηN (wi(zk, ·)) ∈]1.3; 3.9[, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ pand 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in the numerial experiment orresponding to Fig. 3)4.4.3 Online omputationsAfter building a redued basis with the greedy algorithm from the previous FEapproximations, we use the RB method to ompute online RB approximations forell funtions as linear ombinations of the RB basis funtions. For this online stage,we develop an FE method for the homogenized problem (8) and use lassial P1simpliial Lagrange nite elements on a quadrangular, uniform and ane FE mesh4Note that the maximal relative a posteriori error bound and the maximal atual error in Figures2 and 3 are not obtained for the same parameter value zk, hene the disrepany between their ratioand the eetivity ηN (wi(zk, ·)) we measured.RR n° 6130
36 Boyavalratio (p = 50) Oine (hhomǫ = 32) RB for Ā⋆N FE for Ā⋆N
N/N hY algorithm ǫ (online) (diret)
1/5 1E−1 17 s 2E−2 4+3 = 7 s 27 s
1/5 1E−1 15 s 2E−3 410+330 = 740 s 3100 s
1/20 5E−2 42 s 2E−2 16+10 = 26 s 520 s
1/20 5E−2 53 s 2E−3 1600+1000 = 2600 s 37000 sTable 1: CPU time (in seonds) needed by a Matlab ode with an Intel PentiumIV proessor (3.0 GHz/1 Go) to approximate the FE matrix for the homogenizedproblem either with a diret FE approah or with an RB method. In the RB ap-proah, one has to take into aount the RB onstrution (oine algorithm witha sample of p parameter values), the online omputation of one homogenized so-lution, plus possibly the online a posteriori estimation error (hene the two terms,solution+estimation, in the RB online olumn).
(hhomǫ =
3
2 ) ‖uǫ − u⋆‖L2 ‖u⋆N − u⋆N‖H1 ‖∇rǫ‖L2 ‖∇y(wiN − wiN )‖L2
(theory) ≤ C1ǫ ≤ C2√ǫ
hY = 1E
−1 (ǫ = 2.0E−2) 1.2E−4 (
√
ǫ = 1.4E−1) 2.9E−2
hY = 1E
−1 (ǫ = 2.0E−3) 4.7E−3 (
√
ǫ = 4.5E−2) 1.0E−2
hY = 5E
−2 (ǫ = 2.0E−2) 3.1E−3 (
√
ǫ = 1.4E−1) 8.6E−5
hY = 5E
−2 (ǫ = 2.0E−3) 1.1E−3 (
√
ǫ = 4.5E−2) 3.0E−2Table 2: Theoretial orretion error for the homogenized solution, and RB numerialapproximation error for the homogenized solution when δ = .2, θ0 = .99, p = 50 and
N = 20.divided in isoseles triangles with base along diretion x2 = −x1 and size hhom ineah diretion e1 and e2.The RB omputations are performed in the step of the numerial homogenizationstrategy where the values of the homogenized oeients are olleted, as outputsof the ell funtions, at some quadrature points in Ω that are neessary for theomputations of the entries of the FE matrix in the homogenized problem (8). TheCPU time needed for omputing these outputs is ompared between the RB and FEmethods (Tab. 1), where the RB method inludes an online a posteriori estimationof its approximate solution.In alulations of Table 1, the RB method has been applied with a redued basisof size N = 20 starting from an initial parameter sample D of size p = 50. The mainINRIA
Redued-Basis for homogenization 37result of Table 1 is that the ratio of the RB omputation time on the FE omputationtime sales like N/N , the ratio of the numbers of degrees of liberty in the RB and(diret) FE methods.So we an distinguish between two main regimes. The more unfavourable regimeis the ase of large ratios N/N , whih orresponds to ases where one need onlysmall preision for the orretion (11) (large hY ). Then, the RB method is likely tobe faster than a diret FE method in the frame of many queries of the homogenizedsolutions. Note that in suh a situation, the omputation time spent by the oinealgorithm is not even an issue. It is then possible to enlarge the initial parametersample D (take a larger p). This inreases the omputation time spent by the oinealgorithm in the RB onstrution but improves the quality of the RB approximations.On the ontrary, the favourable regime orresponds to small ratios N/N , wherethe orretion is sought very aurate (small hY ). Then, the numerial results forthe RB approximations of the ell funtions show that there is an important gain ofomputation time, while there is no signiant loss of numerial preision (Tab. 2).5 Conlusion and perspetivesWe have shown in the present work that, for a prototypial lass of parametrized ellproblems (with pieewise ane osillating oeients), the redued-basis approahapplies and signiantly redues the time needed to ompute a large number ofparametrized ell problems in homogenization, in omparison with an FE method.Some interesting questions onerning the extension of the RB approah in ho-mogenization remain, mainly linked to the treatment of a larger lass of parametrizedell problems: in partiular, other geometries for more realisti ell problems shouldnow be addressed, other boundary onditions for the ell problems (inluding thetreatment of oversampling tehniques), less regular osillating oeients (with manyinlusions in varying amount). Also, the same questions as those examined in thepresent work for salar ellipti equations ould be asked for the Stokes-Dary equa-tions in porous media, or for the equations of linear elastiity in two- and three-dimensional ontexts. Further developments of the RB methodology are then neededthat may lead to interesting (fast) approahes in homogenization. Sine a major issuein homogenization is the limitation of the time omputation, speeding up the homog-enization proedures ould inevitably bring new possibilities of renements (perhapslike reiterated oversamplings to improve the auray of the orretor term).In any ase, we believe that our result is interesting in the frame of many ofthe ommonly used homogenization strategies, namely all those that ask for solvingRR n° 6130
38 Boyavala omputationally demanding number of parametrized ell problems. This is trueprovided the type of the parametrization an be handled with our RB approah.Among those homogenization strategies, the two-sale homogenization strategy iswell known and muh used in pratie. That is why we have hosen this frame forour numerial experiments. But other homogenization strategies, whih are used fornon-loally-periodi osillating oeients, an also be treated with an RB approah.For example, stohasti homogenization also asks for solving a large number ofparametrized ell problems in the frame of loal approximations of the homogenizedtensor [6℄. The homogenization of loally deformed osillating oeients, Āǫ(x) =
Ā(Φ−1x (ǫ
−1x)) with Φ a dieomorphism, in the frame of deterministi homogenization[8℄ or of stohasti homogenization [5℄, Āǫ(x) = Ā(Φ−1x (ǫ−1x, ω)) with ω an elementof a probability spae, by nature, also demand for solving parametrized ell problems.More general ases, often omputationally demanding, also rely on the ompu-tation of a large number of ell problems, and oer a frame for an appliation ofthe RB approah. Among those homogenization strategies, the heterogeneous mul-tisale method (HMM), that averages over a large number of ell problems, oulddiretly make use of our RB approah when ell problems are orretly parametrized.Another one, the multisale nite-element method (MsFEM), also averages over nu-merous ell problems. Yet, the range of geometries for those ell problems is oftenlarger, and it is still not obvious that model order redution tehniques may speedup the MsFEM omputations.Although we have not tested all the above mentioned possible improvement, webelieve that our work is likely to improve a large number of existing homogenizationstrategies. Denite onlusions on the validity of our approah in suh settings willhopefully be obtained soon.A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